Strawberry Persian and Pedigree
Cat Rescue

Please email completed from to:

strawberryrescue@outlook.com

Cat Surrender Consent Form –
Please tell us as much detail as you can, as we use this to find a perfect home for
your fur-babies. We will not split close pairs and do not home with children under
6 as a rule (you can specify no children under 12 or whatever you feel is
appropriate).
We do not use catteries – the cats are with us or in homes of fosterers. We have
many helpers home most of each day to care for cats.
Your details
Name:
Address:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Vets Details - Name and address of vet:
Do you consent to us obtaining pets Veterinary file (any fees with gaining this data will be
paid by the rescue) Yes/No
Future - Do you wish to stay in touch?
update by email?

If Yes, do we have permission to send you an

Donation
We ask for a donation but even without a donation we help anyway, where we have funds
available. Everyone involved with our rescue is unpaid and a volunteer. We pay petrol to
volunteers to bring cats into us, we vaccinate, vet treat, neuter, groom or clip cats as needed
if matted, flea and worm, spay/neuter and do dentals when needed. We do a lot of blood
testing pre op or for full geriatric blood testing if needed Everything single penny helps.
CONSENT I hereby state that I am the legal owner of the Cat/s described herein and that I
have the right to release all rights to my pet to Richard Dodd , Strawberry Persian and
Pedigree Cat Rescue.
Owner
Print Name:_______________________________

Signed
Dated______________________

Pets Details - please complete one of these pages for each
cat being surrendered.
Name of Pet:

Date of Birth:

What is the cats breed/ What is the cats colour:
Has the cat been spayed/neutered?
What is the maximum number of animals you have had in your home?
Does the cat have a microchip? If so are you on the microchip – if not
who is?
If Yes, please list number:
Have you ever had a cat who had cat flu or ringworm (a fungal skin
infection)? We must know this as many cats go to foster homes where
there may be cats in their home, kept separate but at risk – we use a foster
with no other pets if the answer to this is yes.
Is your cat vaccinated? If Yes please list dates
What is your pets personality like Have they lived with other cats/dogs?
Are they ok with children? Do they tolerate children well?
Have they even been outdoor?
What would you think is the ideal home for them?
Does your cat use a litter trayHas your cat been recently treated with flea treatment? YES?NO If so
when?
Has your cat been recently treated with worming treatment? YES/NO If so
when?
Diet - Does your cat have any special dietary requirements? If so, please
provide details. What do you feed your cat?
Health - Any health concerns you are aware of?
CONSENT I hereby state that I am the legal owner of the Cat described
herein and that I have the right to release all rights to my pet to Richard
Dodd , Strawberry Persian and Pedigree Cat Rescue.
Owner
Sign and print
name:_______________________________

Date______________

